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Chief Executive Officer  Chief Operating Officer  Senior Advisor 
Marketing Services & Martech 

Uniquely qualified and connected multi-industry leader at the intersection of marketing, media, and technology. Instigates 
insights-driven change to disrupt markets, outpacing the competition to repeatedly earn top share. Defines shared vision and 
engages human and tech resources to execute meticulously in startup, fast-growth, and turnaround environments. Looks for 
opportunities to make a difference quickly in the belief that speed is an ally in building a bolder, brighter future. 

• Globally Known Martech and Media Thought Leader: Pioneered consumer insights and digital marketing solutions with brands 
like P&G, Walmart, Samsung, Airbnb, EA Sports, Coca-Cola, Mars, and others. Led transformation of world’s third-largest 
communications company into world’s largest digital media agency. 

• Vision, Strategy, and Execution Virtuoso: Nurtured startups and executed turnarounds to achieve double-digit YOY growth and 
up to $1.4B P&L. Grew EBITDA and consistently increased profit margins.  

• Second-to-None Network of Tech and Business Leaders: Looked to by C-level executives in multibillion-dollar digital platform 
and publishing companies, Fortune 100s, and game-changing startups alike. As an angel investor and board member of Adobe 
and others, has a finger on the pulse of the latest Martech happenings and a keen sense of future direction. 

• International Outlook: Global citizen who’s lived and worked in Europe; attained #1 market positions in China, the Middle East, 
Latin America, Eastern Europe, and North America; and traveled extensively for 20+ years. 

SOFTWARE  SAAS  MEDIA  TURNAROUNDS  INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS  CLOUD-BASED TECH  BOARD COLLABORATION & REPORTING 
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP  ANALYTICS  BRANDING  CHANGE MANAGEMENT  MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS  PROCESS IMPROVEMENT  BIG DATA   

COST REDUCTION  P&L  EMERGING MEDIA  CONSUMER INSIGHTS  OPERATIONS  
 

 

Executive Career History 
 

EAGLE VISTA PARTNERS, Chicago, IL 2017 to Present 
Unique strategic advisory and funding firm, building brand and business strategies for market disruptors.  

Founder & CEO  
Conceived novel business model, helping clients create and harness meaningful change and to invest in select, game-changing 
companies. Concentrate on Martech, quickly making a big impact with a carefully curated team of business and creative leaders. 
Prioritize startups disrupting an industry and established companies in need of disruption.  

Advised CEOs at the intersection of marketing and technology, acting on new opportunities across diverse industries.  

• Collaborated with Madison Wells Media to re-imagine vision and brand of award-winning 20-year-old media and entertainment 
company. CEO/Founder Gigi Pritzker cited EVP’s work for “allowing us the vision and structure to create a brand blueprint that 
will be with us for many years to come.” The work accelerated go-to-market communications.  

• Helped Cresset Wealth Advisors disrupt the change-averse wealth advisory sector, setting the stage for rapid first-year traction and 
growth. Partnered with cofounders to create brand blueprint and positioning, identity, logo design, and all marketing materials.  

• Doubled-down on Acxiom’s upward growth trajectory by ushering them into the new data economy. Worked with CEO Scott 
Howe as well as his product and data teams to establish an inspired vision and the incisive strategy needed to execute it. 

Invested in companies poised to disrupt their categories in digital, technology, and marketing ecosystems.  

• Partnered with Providence Equity to acquire DoubleVerify, a leading company in brand viewability and measurement in the 
digital marketing ecosystem. Act as lead director of Board of Directors.  

• Invested in Equals 3, a data-driven AI marketing company creating software unearthing crucial marketing insights from massive data. 
It was named 2016 IBM Innovation Business Partner of the Year and landed on the Ad Age 2017 Top-10 Ad Tech Companies A-List. 

• Acted as angel investor for Quilt, a networking and shared meeting space company built by women for women and recognized by 
Shinola as a Company to Watch.  

 

PUBLICIS GROUPE, Chicago, IL 2003 to 2017 
€9.6B global communications group known for exceptional creativity, best-in-class technology, and digital expertise.  

Chief Revenue Officer 2016 to 2017 
Selected by CEO Maurice Levy to sit at the center of Creative, Media, and Digital, thereby offering integrated resources for top-20 
clients. Launched holistic organization, marrying the agility and creativity of industry disruption with the extensive resources of the 
world’s third-largest communications company. 

Built integrated €10M Martech organization to help P&G, Coca-Cola, Samsung, Bank of America, Walmart, and others 
keep pace with consumer disruption and media fragmentation. 

• Built and led new global client discipline for top clients generating 40% of total revenue. 

• Strategized client growth and new business development and headed existing and new partnership models with vendors, clients, 
and emerging media companies.  
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Chief Executive Officer, Starcom Mediavest Group 2008 to 2016 

Assumed role at the beginning of Great Recession, steering organization through internal and global turbulence. Grew to $1.4B, 8,000-person 
organization. One of 7 executives reporting to Publicis CEO. Built lasting relationships with Fortune 100 and emerging-company CMOs.  

Grew organization 140% to $1.4B in revenue with 80% organic growth by becoming a global leader in digital disruption.  

• Grew revenue from $575M to $1.4B, delivering double-digit growth from 2010 onward, expanding client portfolio and geographies.  

• Secured identity as a leader in the digital space, shifting digital content and data/analytics revenue from 20% to 65% of total sales in 
5 years. Centered consumer experience, building content resources that connected the digital experience with core messaging. 

• Used technology to build reputation for transparency and effectiveness with clients. Included clients as partners in building tech-
enabled media space and added capabilities for real-time campaign effectiveness reporting.  

• Achieved dominance across global markets: #1 globally 5 years in a row, #1 in North America with 27% market share, #1 in China 
(up from #3) with 15% of market share, among top-3 in Europe, and #1 in the Middle East. Represented more Fortune 100 
brands than any company in its sector. 

• Built global leadership team and infrastructure for communicating and realizing vision of global digital marketing leadership.  

• Invested in people to aggressively disrupt. Doubled HR/training resources and rolled out annual global training and employee 
engagement programs. 

• Added automation and efficiency capabilities with new systems and technology that freed people to work strategically.  

• Captured major industry accolades, including Media Agency Network of the Decade (Adweek), Most Effective Media Agency 
(Effies), Creative Media Agency Grand Prix (Cannes), and Forbes and WSJ honors for top 50 women in business (2007 and 2011). 

CEO, SMG Americas 2007 to 2008 
Headed 5 divisions; including Latin America, Mediavest, Starcom, Spark, and Mediaworks; ensuring each was ready for the coming 
digital and new media dominance.  

Launched “agency-of-the-future” initiatives, transforming into new/digital media provider for NAM and LAM. 

• Rebuilt Canadian Office, more than doubling revenue from $10M to $25M. Hired new CEO and shifted direction. 

• Shored up Latin America strategy, finding synergies with linking it more closely to multicultural Hispanic strategy. 

• Ensured each group had the talent it needed to move forward.  

CEO, Mediavest 2003 to 2007 
Following Publicis purchase of BCOM3, tasked with transforming business following numerous losses and double-digit revenue 
declines. Doubled size, 300 to 750 employees, and enabled company to capitalize on major changes in media, technology, and 
consumer demands. Established shared vision of “Innovation that Works,” galvanizing internal and client teams in changing the face of 
communications. Built reputation around informed innovation, responding to consumer insights.  

Turned around struggling organization, building it to $180M and landing deals with P&G, Coca Cola, Mars, and others. 

• Won 3 of the largest media pitches ever made within 18 months of hire.  

• Boosted margins 60%, with EBITDA growing from 14% to 22.5%, by optimizing operations workflow and adding value from a 
consulting standpoint. Eliminated non-value-added work.  

• Shifted vision and mindset towards more innovative, digital, and new media solutions. Corrected dearth of talent and set goals to 
replenish and diversify client portfolios by offering more strategic support. 

• Flipped business model from media-first to consumer-first in order to succeed in environment where consumers were enjoying 
increased choice and desire for personalized experiences. 

 

BCOM3, Chicago, IL 2000 to 2002 
$2.3B ad agency resulting from the merger of Leo Burnett, the MacManus Group, and Dentsu of Japan. 

CEO, Latin America  
Led newly formed firm, integrating operations in general and, specifically, for multiple shared clients. Headed creation of SMG media 
network in top-8 markets across region. Won 9 of 11 new business pitches to become #2 media agency in Latin America, growing 
revenues from $8M to $35M. 
 

Career Note: Began career at Leo Burnett, earning rapid promotions and working in London. Inaugurated Latin American CEO role. 
 

 

Education & Boards 
University of Iowa, Tippie College of Business, Iowa City, IA – BBA in Marketing 

Member, Board of Directors: Adobe Systems – 2012-present; Syniverse Technologies – 2017-present; DoubleVerify – 2017-present 


